ENGLISH COMPETITION

LEVEL 5 – 6
(E΄ - Στ΄ Δημοτικού)

19 January 2013
10am-11am

Questions 1 – 10 : 3 points
Questions 11 – 20 : 4 points
Questions 21 – 40 : 5 points
3 points

1. Find the odd one out.
   A) nose  B) eye  C) chin  D) lip  E) knee

2. Merlin, King Arthur’s friend, was a ............. .
   A) knight  B) king  C) wizard  D) clown  E) witch

3. What is the capital of Canada?
   A) Ottawa  B) Canberra  C) Houston  D) Montreal  E) Boston

4. What do people usually do in a choir?
   A) They draw.  B) They sing.  C) They cry.  D) They carve.  E) They paint.

5. I kick a round ball on a pitch. What sport do I play?
   A) basketball  B) football  C) tennis  D) rugby  E) baseball

6. Which is the odd one out?
   A) lie  B) spine  C) pain  D) wine  E) try

7. While I was crossing the street, I ........ into Charlie.
   A) run  B) ran  C) was running  D) were running  E) to run

8. Find the missing letters to name a piece of clothing used at the pool: swim_ing  tr_n_s
   A) e / i / g  B) m / i / k  C) m / u / k  D) m / u / g  E) n / u / c

9. Choose the right option to fill in the blanks:
   We haven't got ............ mineral water in the fridge.
   A) much  B) few  C) too  D) a lot  E) many

10. What can you not wear on your hands or arms?
    A) a ring  B) gloves  C) a watch  D) a bracelet  E) a belt
11. This is a very .......... bag. I can’t lift it.
   A) hard       B) light       C) difficult       D) heavy       E) easy

12. The wrist is a part of the .......... .
   A) hand       B) ear       C) eye       D) foot       E) finger

13. They travelled .......... the day and slept .......... night.
   A) all/ in       B) at/ at       C) in/ in       D) in/ during       E) during/ at

14. I have a sore .......... . I think I had too many cold drinks yesterday.
   A) chest       B) head       C) stomach       D) throat       E) neck

15. We discussed the house plans .......... our way to the shops.
   A) by       B) on       C) in       D) to       E) at

16. Which is the only planet not named after a god?
   A) Saturn       B) Jupiter       C) Earth       D) Venus       E) Mercury

17. What word can be written on the first row, so that the same three words can be read both horizontally and vertically?

   *   *   *
   I   C   E
   T   E   N
   A) BUT       B) BIT       C) BET       D) BAT       E) BAR

18. Match the words to their meaning:

1. cast   a. happen
2. characters   b. a person who designs clothes
3. couple   c. the actors and actresses who act in a film
4. fashion designer   d. the people in a book, play or film
5. take place   e. a husband and wife

   A) 1c/2d/3e/4b/5a       B) 1a/2c/3e/4b/5d       C) 1d/2c/3e/4b/5a       D) 1a/2c/3e/4d/5b       E) 1c/2e/3c/4b/5a
19. Tom, ............ the windows, please! It's too hot in here.
A) is opening   B) to open   C) opened   D) open   E) opens

20. Fill in the missing word to complete the proverb:
   ‘After dinner sit a while, ............ supper walk a mile’.
A) before     B) after  C) while    D) next    E) when

5 points

21. Denise was wearing a silver ring ............ her finger.
A) in       B) at       C) on       D) over    E) under

22. The only mammal which can't jump is the ............ .
A) elephant   B) crocodile   C) monkey  D) frog    E) bear

23. They went shopping ............ .
A) next month  B) recently   C) soon    D) now    E) two days ago

24. Look at the sign and choose the correct answer.

ROAD CLOSED
ACCESS TO PUB
ONLY

A) You are not allowed to use this road.
B) You can use the road only when the pub is closed.
C) You can only use the road in order to get to the pub.
D) Nobody has access to the road.
E) You can only use this road when you have visited the pub.

25. When you go to the shops, could you pick up a loaf of ............ ?
A) toothpaste   B) beer       C) jelly    D) bread     E) butter

26. Mary and Tim wanted to go to the cinema so they needed someone to ............ their baby.
A) look for   B) look after  C) look into  D) look down on  E) look up to

27. Which number doesn't fit?
A) forty-six   B) ninety-two  C) the two hundred and fifty-first
D) five thousand eight hundred   E) ten
28. This lemon juice tastes .......... .
A) lovely B) badly C) well D) normally E) horribly

29. Which of these does a greengrocer sell?
A) mackintosh coats B) parsley C) toothpaste D) magazines E) toys

30. Jane: Do you want to go to the zoo on Saturday?
   Sally: ........... .
A) Yes, it looks great. B) No, I'd love to. C) Yes, I just got a new dog.
   D) No, please. E) Yes, that sounds like fun.

31. Harry’s almost thirteen, ........... he?
A) does B) doesn’t C) is he D) isn’t E) hasn’t

32. What is a baby sheep called?
A) a lamb B) a chicken C) a duckling D) a calf E) a piglet

33. Match the verbs to the nouns to make similes:
   1. swim like a. a king
   2. dance like b. an angel
   3. live like c. a fish
   4. run like d. the wind
   5. sing like e. a ballerina
A) 1a / 2b / 3c / 4d / 5e B) 1d / 2b / 3a / 4c / 5e C) 1c / 2e / 3a / 4d / 5b
   D) 1b / 2c / 3d / 4a / 5e E) 1e / 2a / 3b / 4c / 5d

34. Choose the correct verbs:
   1. People on holiday visit / play in ancient places.
   2. You can go climbing / snorkelling in the sea.
   3. People take / buy souvenirs at a market.
   4. People get / take photographs of temples.
   5. You can go / do skiing in the mountains.
A) play in / climbing / buy / get / go B) visit / climbing / take / get / go
   C) visit / snorkelling / buy / get / do D) visit / snorkelling / buy / take / go
   E) play in / snorkelling / take / get / do

35. Choose the right word to complete the sentence:
   I’m not very keen ........... playing tennis.
A) on B) about C) in D) of E) into

36. Which is the smallest continent?
A) Europe B) Australia C) Asia D) Africa E) North America
37. Eating out .......... a friend takes .......... least 3 hours.
A) at / in                  B) of / on                  C) - / at                  D) without / in                  E) with / at

38. I ............ to go to school by car when I was a child.
A) used                  B) was going                  C) would                  D) was                  E) went

39. Match the opposites:
1. wide                  a. health
2. light                  b. narrow
3. illness                  c. scream
4. inquiry                  d. heavy
5. whisper                  e. answer
A) 1b/ 2d/ 3a/ 4e/ 5c                  B) 1b/ 2d/ 3a/ 4c/ 5e                  C) 1c/ 2d/ 3a/ 4e/ 5b
D) 1c/ 2e/ 3a/ 4d/ 5b                  E) 1d/ 2b/ 3a/ 4e/ 5c

40. How about ............ to the cinema?
A) to go                  B) I going                  C) going                  D) go                  E) we go